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Abstract. The Law Enforcement Agency Field (LEAF), wliicli i n  Clip- 
per is appended to  the ciphertext, allows the Law Enforcement Agency 
to  trace the sender and receiver. To prevent users of Clipper to  delete 
t h e  T,EAF, the Clipper decryption box will not decrypt if the correct 
LEAF is not present. Such a solution requires the implementation t o  be 
tamperproof. 
In this paper we propose an alternative approach to  achieve traceabil- 
ity. Our solution is based on the computational complexity of some well 
known problems in number theory. So, our scheme does not require a 
tamperproof implementation, nor a secret algorithm. I ts  applications ex- 
tend beyond key escrow. 

1 Introduction 

Clipper [7] (see also [3, 251) allows the Law Enforcement Agency to wiretap after 
having received the proper authorization. Key Escrow Agencies keep shares of 
the user's secret key which they reveal to the Law Enforcement Agency once the 
proper authorization has been obtained. To identify the sender and receiver, a 
field, called the LEAF is attached to the ciphertext. If the LEAF can be removed, 
then the Law Enforcement Agency cannot request an appropriate court order 
(since one cannot identify sender or receiver). If the transmission method used 
is broadcast oriented, such as in cellular telephone, it may be hard to trace the 
sender and it may even be harder to trace the receiver. In such application it is 
essential that  the functionality of the LEAF is secure. 

Let us explain how one guarantees in Clipper that the LEAF is present, 
ie., h a s  not been deleted. When a ciphertext is received the correctness of the 
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LEAF is checked. If incorrect, the chip refuses3 to decrypt. So tamperproofness 
is essential  to the protection method used in Clipper.  

In this paper we discuss how an alternative to  Clipper can be adapted to  
secure the LEAF. The main goal of the paper is to demonstrate that it may not  
be necessary to rely on tamperproofness to achieve Key Escrow. Our solution is 
based on computational number theory. 

We propose an ElGamal based scheme in which given the ciphertext (and 
nothing more) it is possible for the Law Enforcement Agency, knowing a trap- 
door, to trace the receiver. The trapdoor will not help the Law Enforcement 
Agency to  decrypt ciphertexts. We will argue that any attempt by the sender 
to  hide the identity of the receiver by altering the ciphertext will imply that 
the receiver can no longer decrypt it properly. We also note that for public key 
schemes, as RSA, it is very easy for the sender to hide the identity of the receiver 
when sending ciphertext (see Section 3.1).  

To understand the importance of this paper we remind the reader that NIST 
(National Institute of Standards and Technology, lJS) has set up a key escrow 
software working group [27, 281. The only software solutions presented so far [33] 
allows any hacker to modify the program so that the ciphertext becomes untrace- 
able. Tn our approach any software implementation of it seems secure (under 
reasonable assumptions) against such hacker’s attempts. 

We note that extensive research has gone towards achieving anonymity and 
untraceability, e.g., [4, 5, 61, but very little to  guarantee traceability against 
senders and receivers who conspire. 

In [9], Threshold Decryption was proposed as an alternative to Clipper. 
Threshold Decryption allows shareholders to decrypt ciphertext (or a session 
key) without the need to reveal their shares to  a third party. Several Thresh- 
old Decryption schemes have been presented. One [lo] is based on the ElGamal 
cryptosystem [14], others [ll, 161 are based on RSA [30] and a “proven secure” 
one is presented in [8]. It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss these ideas in 
more details. The scheme we present is compatible with the the ElGamal based 
system Threshold Decryption method, but it is not excluded that this idea would 
work for other cryptosystems as well. 

In Section 3.1 we argue that in existing schemes it is easy to bypass trace- 
ability of the sender/receiver of the ciphertext. In Section 3 we discuss the main 
ideas that we will use to achieve traceability and then discuss how this idea 
can be set up in an ElGamal setting. Before proposing the actual scheme (see 
Section 5) we first discuss in Section 4 the privacy of the plaintext. In Section 6 
we explain why the traceability of the scheme seems secure. 

For the reader who is not familiar with basic algebraic notations and witch 
basic cryptosystenis we use, we first overview these. 

The security of this check is not very high as was recently demonstrated by Matt 
Blaze [26]. He demonstrated that, by doing some trial-and-error on the LEAF, Clip- 
per could be used with an incorrect LEAF, implying that the Law Enforcement 
Agency is unable to eavesdrop. Future implementations of Clipper may have a higher 
security against such attacks. 
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2 Background 

First we remind the reader how the ElGamal[14] public key encryption scheme 
works. In the ElGamal scheme, we have a prime p and an element g of large 
enough order, e.g., a primitive element. Each user publishes as public key y j  = 
9') mod p, where s j  is the user's secret key (chosen uniformly random in 2,- 1). 
To encrypt the message M (0 5 M < p )  the sender chooses a uniformly random 
r in Zp-l , which we denote as P E R  2,- 1 , (or P ER Zopd if ord g is known) and 
sends the receiver ( R ,  C) = (g ' ,  M . y;) mod p, where y j  is the receiver's public 
key. Decryption is straightforward. Indeed, the receiver knowing s j  computes 
M = C . R-'J modp. To simplify notations, we often drop, in the rest of the 
paper, the modp.  

We now remind the reader of some basic algebraic [22] notations we will use 
in this text. Let G be a finite group G and g E G. The subgroup of elements 
{ g ,  g 2 ,  . . . , g d - ' ,  gd = 1) is called cyclic and is  denoted as (9) .  The smallest d for 
which gd = 1 is called the order of g and we denote it as: ord(g). The cardinality 
of a finite group G is called the order of G. 

3 Towards the scheme 

3.1 Failure of existing schemes 

For many cryptosystems the ciphertext itself does not reveal the identity of the 
sender nor the identity of the receiver. In public key systems the public key 
is receiver dependent, but that does not mean that an eavesdropper can find 
the identity of the receiver by observing one ciphertext. In the RSA system the 
ciphertext is a number between 0 and n - 1, but if only one ciphertext block 
is sent this does not necessarily allow the eavesdropper to  find n,  which would 
identify the receiver. Worse, the sender can hide n by using similar techniques as 
were developed in [IS]. Indeed, to hide n, the sender adds random multiples of n 
to  the ciphertext, L e . ,  r .  n,  where 0 5 T < [22r10g2n1/nj. From [16] follows that 
if plaintext is uniformly distributed (which can roughly be approached using a 
source coder [IS]) then n is well hidden4. Traditional schemes based on discrete 
logarithm have similar problems, as is easy to show. 

Above demonstrates that  the idea of using a public key scheme is not suf- 
ficient to  guarantee that one is  able to trace the receiver from the ciphertext 
only. 

' In fact, the following families of distributions U ( n )  and V ( n )  are statistically indistin- 
guishable [21], where U ( n )  corresponds with choosing uniformly a number between 0 
and Z2Inl - 1 and V ( n )  corresponds with choosing uniformly a number between 0 and 
( n  . [221n1/nJ) - 1, as is easy t o  prove. From this follows that  taking polynomially 
many samples from U ( n )  and V ( n )  is indistinguishable. 
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3.2 Main ideas 

To trace the receiver, the main idea is to put redundancy in the ciphertext, 
which identifies the receiver. The redundancy originates from the public key. 
The redundancy needs to be added such that if the sender can remove the 
redundancy, then the receiver can no longer decrypt the ciphertext. 

Let us first discuss how this could be realized in general. We continue with 
our  public key scenario. Assume that all ciphertexts sent to whoever all belong 
to  some public set, e .g . ,  Zp, where p is a prime which has been standardized. 
To achieve traceability all ciphertexts sent to the receiver, R, should belong to  a 
subset SR, which is unique for each receiver. To avoid any false identifications, 
one might require that the subsets are disjoint. So, if given the ciphertext, the 
Law Enforcement Agency can find (in polynomial time) the subset SR, then it 
is able to identify the receiver. 

Let us first observe that the requirement that  subsets SR and SRJ ( R  # R') 
be disjoint, is too strong. I t  is sufficient that  the probability of a false identifi- 
cation is very small. One could wonder how one could achieve these subsets. As 
illustration, we explain this now for the ElGamal scheme. 

3.3 ElGanial based subsets 

Observe t,hat in the ElGamal scheme R = g' m o d p  belongs to the group gen- 
era.ted by y. To make the ciphertext receiver dependent, R coiild belong to  a 
receiver dependent subgroup of Z:, where p is a standard prime. To achieve 
this, let g j  depend on the user j such that {y j )  (the cyclic group generated by 
yj) is different from (gk) when j # k .  

We now discuss how such ( g j )  could be obtained. In our first scheme, let 
m be such that the number of users one can expect is rriaxirriurri 2" - 1. The 
Law Enforcement Agency chooses different large primes qi and a prime p ,  such 
that qi I p - 1. The Law Enforcement Agency also chooses a g E 2, of order 
Q = n::, q i .  The Law Enforcement Agency keeps all qr secret. 

When a user j wants to register a public key, the Law Enforcement Agency 
chooses a unique binary user identifier ej = ( e l , .  , . , ern ) ,  ej # 0, and stores 
( j , e j )  in its data base. I t  then constructs 

g j  = 9 (mod p )  

and gives gj to the user. The user then proceeds as in EIGamal, it is, chooses 
a secret sj ER Zz-l and constructs yj = g J J  modp.  The Law Enforcement 
can easily verify that yj  E ( g j )  and that sj is relatively prime to p - 1, by 
computing ord(yj). Indeed! ord(yj) = ord(gj) iff yj = g;' and sj is relatively 
prime to  p - 1 [22, p.  451 and [a ,  y. 891. Section 3.4 reminds t,he reader how t,he 
Law Enforcement Agency can verify this. 

The public key of the user is ( g j ,  yj),  p is standard. In our first scheme the 
encryption and decryption will be similar as in ElGamal, except that  T ER Z;- 
i. e., relatively prime to p - 1. 
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Observe that there i s  absolutely no need for the Law Enforcement Agency t o  
reveal ej l a  user j .  It might be better for the Law Enforcement Agency to  keep 
its data base (i.e., (j, ej)) secret, which we will motivate in the final paper. Also, 
it might be better that for all users j the Hamming weight of ej is identical, 
which requires one to make m a little larger (see final paper). 

3.4 Tracing a receiver 

Let us explain how the Law Enforcement Agency can find the receiver if R 
is properly construded. To check this, one first checks whether RQ 1 mod 
p ,  if not then R Q ( 9 ) .  Let us assume it is. Observe that the order of g, is nz, q:' and that in a finite cyclic group, in this case 2; , the order of a subgroup 
identifies uniquely the subgroup [22, p. 451. So to find j it is sufficient for the 
Law Enforcement Agency to  find the order of R modulo p .  This can easily be 
computed. Indeed if RQ/ql 1 mod p then el = 0, else e l  = 1. To find e i ,  one 
continues similarly computing RQIQz mod p .  Once the Law Enforcement Agency 
has found e, it is able to find j using its data base. 

In Section 6.2 we will argue (not prove) that the traceability of ciphertext 
in the scheme is secure against senders who try to fool the Law Enforcement 
Agency. 

3.5 Towards the scheme 

The final scheme (Section 5) is almost identical to the one we have discussed in 
Section 3.3. However, privacy issues, which we discuss in the next section, will 
force us to  slightly modify the scheme. 

4 Privacy 

Several security aspects must be addressed, but we postpone most of these until 
we have discussed our scheme in full detail. Here we discuss whether using some 
g j  which is not a primitive element reduces the security of ElGamal. We also 
discuss whether the Law Enforcement Agency can decrypt the ciphertext without 
the help or knowledge of the receiver or the Key Escrow Agencies. We assume 
in this section that the reader is familiar with basic group theory [22]. 

First of all we observe that it is not necessary that the plaintext M be in 
( g , ) .  This implies that ,  given C ,  one might be able to compute a part of M. If Q 
is public, then there exists M E 2, such that M e  # 1 modp,  but yy = 1 m o d p  
for all public keys yi, so raising CQ G M Q  mod p .  To analyze the signficance of 
this we consider the factorization of p - 1 = qyl . . q&m . . . . q;' . If for all 
i (1 5 i 5 1) a; = 1 and 1 = m + 1 and qm+l = 2,  then the standard ElGamal 
scheme leaks similar knowledge. (Indeed from the Legendre symbol (yj 1 p )  and 
( R  I p )  one can compute (yj' I p )  and then ( M  I p )  = (C I p )  . (yJ I p ) . )  

Since the Law Enforcement Agency knows the factorization it is however able 
to find much more (without the help of the Key Escrow Agencies) about M than 
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other eavesdroppers can. Indeed, f o r  ezurnple ,  since it knows ord(gj) it can com- 
pute 1Mord(g~)  mod p .  Whether such projections really tell something 
useful about the plaintext is doubtful. However, one could argue that the Law 
Enforcement Agency (as long as it has not received proper authorization) should 
not be able to  know more about the plaintext than outsiders. We now address 
this. 

5 The scheme 

The user’s public key is as in Section 3.3, z .e . ,  similar as in the ElGamal scheme 
with the main exception that g, is user dependent. Users use this variant of 
ElGamal only to exchange a common session key (so a conventional cryptosystem 
is used for the actual encryption). It is, the sender chooses a uniformly random 
M ER 2, and to send it to  the receiver, the sender computes (R,  C) = (gr, A4 . 

yj’) mod p ,  where r E R  Zl-l. Once M is obtained, sender and receiver hash M 
to obtain the session key. 

The goal of this hash function is to stop the Law Enforcement Agency to learn 
something extra about the session key. So the hash function should destroy the 
algebraic properties. 

To avoid false identifications in a voluntary5 escrow system, non-registered 
receivers should not be allowed to use a (g3) already used by a registered user. 
This can be achieved when all non-registered users use the same g’. This 9’ 
is nothing else than a special6 g j  which would never be assigned to a regis- 
tered user. If the Law Enforcement Agency identifies an R (of a ciphertext) in 
(g’), then it knows that the ciphertext is sent to  a non-registered user. Since a 
public key system requires an authority (authorities) to  manage the public key 
directory to guarantee authenticity [29] ,  we assume that this authority enforces 
non-registered user to  use g’ as the first part of their public key. 

In a non-voluntary key escrow system the authority that manages the public 
key directory will enforce the users to register. This authority could be similar as 
the telephone monopoly (see also [25]), we therefore call it the monopoly. In this 
scenario, non-registered users do not have a public key7, but such users might 
choose an gi already in use! To find these violations the monopoly could trace 
the receiver randomly using non-cryptographic technology and check whether 
the claimed identity corresponds with the real one (such checks would not affect 
the privacy of the conversation itself, as we have discussed). 

Clipper has been called a “voluntary” key escrow system. 
It is important that  ord(g‘) has no small factor. If it would, then it would allow 
a “dishonest” sender to  expand slightly the bandwidth of the subliminal channel 
explained in Section 6.2,  by having g, = 9’. This follows from the fact that  ElGamal 
leaks a little, as explained in Section 4 .  

’ They have t o  use the “public key” system as a conventional cryptosystem or have t o  
rely on non-official authorities that  guarantee authenticity of non-registered “public 
keys”. One could comparr this wit.h users setting up their own telephone company 
t o  hide from the rest of the world. 
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5.1 Enhancements 

To any interested individual, a special office of the Law Enforcement Agency 
could prove e.g., in zero-knowledge [20], that  each prime factor of the order of 
g is large. If Q arid g is public each user can for himself verify that gj E (9) by 
checking whether g p  = 1 mod p .  Indeed in a finite cyclic group, in this case Z;, 
there is at maximum one subgroup of a given order [22, p. 451. The user should 
also verify whether gj # 1 mod p .  

To reduce the trust in the Law Enforcement Agency, the concept of mental 
games (secure dist,ributed computation) [34, 191 can be used allowing several 
parties to  be involved when g and qi are chosen. 

6 Security 

We have already addressed the privacy aspect of our scheme. We now wonder 
whether a collaborating sender and receiver can bypass the traceability. In other 
words, can a sender send a ciphertext to a receiver using the secret key of the 
receiver in such a way that the receiver can decrypt i t ,  but the Law Enforcement 
Agency is mislead, it is identifies the wrong receiver. Before discussing whether 
we can hide the identity of the receiver, we discuss the model in which we might 
work. 

6.1 Model 

We are only concerned about tracing registered receivers (it is receivers whose g j  

is constructed by the Law Enforcement Agency). We further restrict ourselves 
to  receivers and senders who never communicated secretly before. Indeed if they 
ever did, then they could have exchanged a common secret key to be used for any 
future communication. We also should restrict ourselves to senders and receivers 
who have no common knowledge besides' the registered public keys to  be used 
in the escrow system. 

We have to address the question whether a sender can find a method to hide 
the identity of the receiver. This problem is similar to the subliminal problem in- 
troduced by Simmons [32] (for a study in the context of key escrow, consult [23]). 
In Simmons casc two known senders were using an authentication system to hide 
a secret message, by using a nowspecified protocol. In our case the users might 
use a non-specified algorithm to send secret data. 

I1 seems that the model of subliminal-freeness [12] covers this. However, it 
is immediately clear that if the senders and receivers share a secret key, that  

* This also excludes public keys used for signatures! Indeed, it has been observed that 
if a sender knows the receiver's public key for a signature scheme, e.g., DSS [13], 
then the sender can request the receiver to sign a non-escrowed public key. The 
sender, after having checked the authenticity of this key, would use it to encrypt 
data untraceably. 
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they can send ciphertext which is untraceable (from the  point of view of some- 
body who only has access to the ciphertext and  not the physical means of com- 
munication). So we must exclude such scenarios. This  means in the context of 
subliminal-freeness tha t  the sender and receiver should not have common knowl- 
edge, i t  is have no knowledge tapes. 

6.2 How secure 

We were unable to prove tha t  it is impossible to hide the identity of the receiver 
when sending a ciphertext. Although this might disappoint a theoretician, one 
should not forget tha,t nevertheless Rivest, Shamir and Adleman only argued 
(and never proved) tha t  their sc.heine is as secure as factoring, no better attack 
to invert the RSA function has been found so far. 

First let us observe tha t  it seems tha.t the system can be used to send a 
narrowband subliminal mesmgc. Indeed suppose a. sender only sends A4 t ha t  
contain redundancy. When a sender wants t o  send a subliminal message to re- 
ceiver j he uses the public key (gi, yi) of  noth her^ receiver i .  Clearly j decrypts 
this ciphertext wrongly and the redundancy will not appear. The  mere fact t ha t  
the  receiver cannot properly decrypt is the  subliminal information. It is clear 
tha t  the  bandwidth is extremely low. Clearly the  Law Enforcement Agency will 
trace the  wrong receiver. One could correctly observe tha t  in our scheme A4 
should be uniform, so above attacks assumes tha t  receiver and  sender had some 
common knowledge, namely the redundancy pattern to check for. However, such 
common knowledge violates the model. 

Let us now restrict our analysis to the case where the  receiver (alone”) can 
compute the  correct M from the  ciphertext and the  eavesdropper cannot. Let 
us assume tha t  the receiver uses ElGamal to decrypt. In  this scenario we argue 
(no proof) tha t  the problem of fooling the Law Enforcement Agency is hard if 
factoring and  discrete log are hard. To succeed, a sender will on input M and 
(gj,  yj) compute some ( R ,  C) (not necessarily the specified one) and  from ( R ,  c) 
the receiver can compute the correct M .  Then if the receiver (alone) must be 
able to compute M ,  one must have that gISJ = C M-’ mod p .  So, given gj and 
yj = g;’ mod p ,  the sender must compute R = gJ and g;” mod p .  Finding g;” 
when given ( g j ,  R,  yj)  is the  Diffie-Hellman problem, which is believed to  be as 
hard as finding r (which has been proven for some paramctcrs [24]). So i t  seems 
that the sender must know r. To fool the Law Enforcement Agency the sender 
must manage to compute an  R such tha t  ord(R)  # ord(gj) and  ord(R) = ord(gi) 
for some rcceiver i. If R = g; this means tha t  gcd( r ,Q)  # 1. So, if the sender 
must know r then the sender can find a factor of Q. Similar reasonings can be 
followed for trivial variants of ElGamal. 

Another, more successful, variant of the idea of using another person’s key to send 
subliminal data has recently been described [15] (see also [17]). An active party, for 
example, the phone company, can, however, easily prevent the last attack [15]. 
In the final paper, we extend the analysis allowing for multiple conspiring receivers. 10 
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Finally it seems that knowledge of other g; will not help a dishonest sender, 
since finding the order of y; is believed as hard as factoring p - 1 [l] and even if 
g is public finding the discrete log of y j  is believed to  be hard. 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper we proposed an encryption scheme to solve the open problem, 
posed by NIST, whether a software based approach to Key Escrow is possible. 

For our scheme, it seems that if the encryption is done in software the LEAF, 
being an integral part of the encrypted session key, cannot be removed without 
destroying ciphertext (the encrypted session key) so badly that it can no longer 
be decrypted. Another advantage of this scheme is that there is no need to use 
a tamperproof chip and/or a secret algorithm. The scheme has its full power, 
enhancing the privacy protection of the user, if Threshold Decryption [lo] is used 
to provide the Law Enforcement Agencies with the decrypted session keys. 

The ideas proposed in this paper have broader applications than their use in 
the context) of Clipper only. Indeed these can be used in any setting in which the 
receiver has to be traceable. We discussed this in the context of Clipper due to  
its importance at  the time this paper was written. 

Let us briefly discuss some practical aspects. Let us assume that roughly l o 9  
users would use the system then m = 30. If each qz is 320 bits, then Q has 9600 
bits, which means that p is only 10 times larger than usually used (we assume 
that nowadays p of 1024 bits is typical). So our  scheme is (less than) 100 times 
slower than standard EIGamal. 

Finally our scheme allows for several enhancements as the use of a verifiable 
secret sharing scheme [as ] .  

Our paper introduces the following problems. Since the security of our scheme 
is only heuristic, the open problem is whether one can design a public key en- 
cryption scheme in which traceability is proven secure. Also can one make an 
RSA type variant. Finally can one improve the speed of the scheme. 
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